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ABSTRACT

Here we investigate the dynamic behavior of self-assembling achiral swimmers in viscous media. The response of magnetically actuated
swimmers of two differing geometries is explored under various uniform rotational field frequencies and amplitudes. Kinematic characteris-
tics obtained from tracked swimming motion, including speed, precession angle (wobbling angle), and re-orientation time (turning rate), are
determined and reveal nonlinear relationships between the dynamic response of the achiral swimmers and fluid viscosity, which induces
drag forces that reduce the speed of propulsion and turning rates. We also find distinct regimes of swimmer motion that are dependent on
both fluid viscosity and swimmer geometry. Similar viscosity and geometric dependence is observed for turning rates of swimmers
when undergoing rapid changes in field orientation. The characteristic results obtained for microswimmer motion in viscous fluids will con-
tribute to the development of control strategies for propelling other simple swimmers with two or more planes of symmetry. Characterized
propulsion kinematics will aid in the optimization of swimmer designs and actuation approaches, critical for future low Reynolds number
applications.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0048277

Small scale swimmers are devices propelled by utilizing their sur-
rounding low Reynolds number environments for propulsion. The con-
cept and potential applications of micro/nanoscale machines were first
proposed by Feynman1 (“There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom”) in the
1960s. Over the past two decades, tiny actuators in the form of
swimmers have been actively investigated for their potential in a diverse
range of fields, including drug delivery,2–6 tissue engineering,7–11 envi-
ronmental remediation,12–16 and microsurgery.17,18

In viscosity-dominated microenvironments, nonreciprocal (i.e.,
non-time symmetrical) motion is considered necessary to induce net
forward propulsion.19,20 The requirement of nonreciprocal propulsion
was classically proposed by Purcell21 in 1977 and is now known as the
Scallop Theorem.21,22 Over the past two decades, there have been a
number of reports aimed at harnessing the nonreciprocal propulsion
of various geometries to understand the dynamics of swimmer behav-
ior in viscous fluids. For a successful future voyage in the human body,
microswimmers need to be efficiently propelled in complex media
which contain heterogeneous networks of biological polymers and
possess a range of viscosities. To date, most microswimmers have used

either chirality or flexibility for swimming across viscous barriers.23–28

In addition to these, rigid achiral swimmers have also been demon-
strated to achieve propulsion in time-varying rotational fields.
Compared to chiral swimmers, achiral swimmers have structural sim-
plicity and manufacturing scalability.29–31 It has been shown that a
minimal geometrical requirement for net propulsion in Stokes flows is
geometric asymmetry rather than chirality or flexibility.19,32 Cheang
et al.30,33 in 2014 were the first to propose the concept of achiral
swimmers.29,30 Additional work on achiral swimmers propelled using
precessional magnetic fields has been presented34 along with kinematic
modeling of their motion. In 2017, Morozov et al.35 proposed that chi-
ral helical swimmers outperform achiral arc swimmers, as the step-out
frequency of helical propellers is about twice that of arc-shaped
swimmers.35 However, it was also found that the achiral arc swimmer
slightly outperformed the chiral helix in the range of frequencies where
both propellers exhibit in-sync wobbling dynamics.35 While theories
concerning the dynamics of chiral helical magnetic propellers have
been proposed and confirmed through experiments, propulsion of
self-assembling achiral particles and objects with complex shapes are
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currently not well understood.35 In order to better understand the com-
plex geometrical and dynamical movements of small scale swimmers,
groups have used techniques including chemotaxis,36–39 magnetic,40–43

acoustic,44–47 ultrasonic,48,49 optical/thermal,3,50 and electrostatic actua-
tion51–53 to propel devices. Among the various noncontact manipulation
strategies, magnetically controlled actuation is relatively simple and can
be applied to spherical geometries.29,31,33,35 Magnetic fields have been
used to propel a number of other particles with various other geometries,
including erythrocytes,54 magnetically actuated sperm cells,55 rolling
micromotors,56 and DNA-based artificial bacterial flagella.57

Considering the future potential of magnetically actuated achiral
objects for in-vitro and in-vivo systems, here we explore a translational
and rotational motion of self-assembled achiral microswimmers
toward understanding propulsion kinematics in viscous media. Using
time-varying magnetic fields, we actuate achiral microswimmers con-
sisting of 3 and 4 beads. We analyze the behavior of achiral micro-
swimmers in water and methylcellulose (MC) solutions by applying
rotating fields with frequencies ranging from 0 to 50Hz and uniform
field strengths up to 20mT. In these rotating magnetic field ranges,
step-out frequencies of achiral swimmers were determined. Swimmer
controllability, propulsion characteristics, and kinematic quantities,
such as speed, precession angle, and turning duration profiles, were
also characterized.

Self-assembled achiral swimmers were prepared by adding a mix-
ture of 4.35lm diameter polystyrene beads coated with ferromagnetic
iron oxide, functionalized with biotin (TM-40–10, Spherotech Inc.) or
avidin (VM-40–10, Spherotech Inc.), into separate tubes containing
either de-ionized (DI) water, 0.2%, 0.4%, or 0.6% (w/v) MC. The
methylcellulose used (M0512, Sigma-Aldrich) has a molecular weight
of 88 kDa and a dynamic viscosity of 4000 mPa � s at 2% (w/v) at
20 �C. These MC concentrations were chosen to match physiological
viscosities of fluids found in the human body.58 The MC solutions
were prepared by initially dissolving 1.5 g of MC in 150ml of DI water.
Then, the mixture was magnetically stirred for �12h at 1500 rpm at
room temperature. The mixture was then filtered using a 110lm pore
size filter using suction filtration to remove large debris. The mixture
was then double filtered using a 5 lm pore size filter. Finally, a fil-
tered MC stock solution was obtained at a concentration of 1%
(w/v). The stock solution was then diluted with DI water to obtain
0.6% (w/v), 0.4% (w/v), and 0.2% (w/v) MC. Mixtures of biotin-
avidin beads added to DI and MC were vortexed at room tempera-
ture for 5min before use [Fig. 1(a)]. Bulk shear rheology (MCR 302,
Anton Paar) measurements were conducted to characterize the vis-
cosities of the methylcellulose fluids used. Low shear rate measure-
ments [Fig. S1(c)], representing the frequencies at which our
experiments were conducted, reveal that all fluids used behave as
Newtonian fluids.

The experimental setup used consists of a magnetic field genera-
tor (MagnebotiX MFG-100/100-i)59,60 mounted on an inverted micro-
scope. By applying time-varying signals, rotational actuation of
magnetic particles was accomplished. Uniform magnetic fields pro-
duced using the MFG system have previously been reported by
Sch€urle et al.59 During experiments, self-assembled swimmers in a
10ll sample volume were sealed in a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
chamber which was mounted on a standard borosilicate glass (25
� 75mm2) slide. A square cover glass (22 � 22mm2) was placed on
top of the PDMS to form a sealed chamber. For analysis, it was essential

that the observed swimmers were moving in bulk fluid rather than
rolling along a boundary. In 0.4% and 0.6% w/v methylcellulose,
swimmer settling was sufficiently slow as to not significantly affect the
swimmer motion during experiments, whereas in 0.2% w/v methylcel-
lulose, settling was much more rapid, and care was taken to perform
experiments before swimmers reached near the glass substrate.
Swimmers in DI water settled the fastest; however, this was somewhat
mitigated by using a solution of saturated sodium chloride. If the
swimmers are in contact with the substrate, rolling motion occurs,
with displacement perpendicular to the rotation axis. In contrast,
microswimmers actuated in a bulk fluid are propelled in the same
direction as the rotation axis (pitch). Thus, to distinguish bulk swim-
ming from surface motion while conducting the experiments, we
recorded image sequences of swimming, 5–50lm above the surface of
the glass substrate to ensure only bulk swimming, free from surface
boundary effects. Figure 1(c) shows a schematic of the microswimmers
motion kinematics relative to the applied rotating magnetic field above
the surface (not to scale). The microswimmer motion was visualized
and captured using an inverted optical microscope system with a 40�
(1.5 � zoom) objective lens, and a CMOS camera was used for video
recording of microswimmer motion at 30 (at 16-bit) frames per sec-
ond (fps) with 1280� 1024 pixels spatial resolution. The recorded
microswimmer motion video is analyzed in Nikon Instrument
Software (NIS v5.2). Each frame in the recorded video was tracked via
the NIS analysis tracking algorithm. Data, including centroid position
and speed vs time for each microswimmer, were determined.

FIG. 1. (a) Microswimmer fabrication: avidin and biotin coated beads and mixed to
form swimmers. (b) Bright-field images of self-assembled 3 and 4 bead structures.
(c) Achiral microswimmer trajectory when subjected to magnetic fields.
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The wobbling angles were obtained by the angle measurement tool in
the NIS software.

Achiral beads subjected to rotating magnetic fields initially rotate
and then translate between specific frequency ranges, following a heli-
cal trajectory.29–31,61 If the swimmers are not flexible or chiral, propul-
sion can still be achieved as long as their structure satisfies the
requirement of having a nonzero coupling tensor.30,62 Based on a
number of previously published theoretical and experimental
results,35,62,63 achiral swimmers of various geometries are capable of
propulsion in uniform rotating magnetic fields because they have only
one or two symmetric planes, which leads to a nonzero coupling ten-
sor. Since the microswimmers are achiral, a helical trajectory can be
maintained along any rotation axis, along x (pitch), y (roll), and z
(yaw), as long as the swimmers are in a bulk fluid environment. With
a reversal in field directions, the microswimmers trajectory can be
changed left or right while swimming. The helical kinematic trajectory
of each bead can be expressed as follows:31

x tð Þ ¼~vxt; (1)

y tð Þ ¼ a sin xt þ bð Þ þ c; (2)

z tð Þ ¼ a cos xt þ bð Þ þ c; (3)

where~vx is the velocity along the x-axis, t is time, x is the rotation fre-
quency, and a, b, c are constant parameters or coefficients of helical
trajectory of each swimmer. These parameters can be determined by
either experimental investigation or by numerical analysis.29,61

We experimentally determined and analyzed self-assembling 3
and 4 bead achiral beads swimming in various combinations of rotat-
ing magnetic field frequencies (1–50Hz) and amplitudes (1–20mT).
We nondimensionalized the average speed (V) by dividing the speed
by the swimmer characteristic length (l) and respective applied field
frequencies (x). The nondimensionalized plots shown in Fig. 2 pro-
vide useful information regarding the trends of the swimmers with
respect to the applied field frequency. For example, as the concentra-
tion of the MC increases, the range of frequencies producing propul-
sion decreases. When comparing this decrease between the 3 and 4
bead achiral swimmers, the 4 bead swimmer’s range is slightly larger
which we attribute to the additional amount of magnetic material and
change in rotational anisotropy. As reported by Morozov et al.,35 the

addition of a fourth bead brings the swimmer geometry, specifically
the swimmer arc angle, closer to the optimal swimming geometry. The
speed vs frequency peak trends in the supplementary material Fig. S2
show that 4 bead actuators swim 5%–10% faster than 3 beads in the
four viscous fluids at the same field strength of 14mT. In general, the
microswimmers were found to follow three distinct swimming regimes
or modes of motion (see supplementary material Fig. S2), similar to
those reported previously.29,64 These regimes are (1) near-symmetrical
swimming (negligible propulsion), (2) nonsymmetrical swimming
(translational propulsion), and (3) wiggling motion (no swimming).
During symmetrical swimming, the beads only rotate along a symmet-
ric axis in place and in phase with the applied rotation field, resulting
in no net propulsion. Within the swimming regime, beads rotate in a
nonsymmetrical manner, resulting in net forward thrust. Under the
third regime of wiggling motion (observed after reaching a critical
step-out frequency), the motion of the beads can be defined as asyn-
chronous rotation without additional propulsion/motion. In the fluids
used, a near-symmetrical swimming regime was only seen in DI water,
and 0.2% MC at low frequencies for both 3 and 4 bead swimmers. In
water, 3 bead swimmers were found to swim nonsymmetrically
between 5 and 25Hz, and after 25Hz, the beads transition to wiggling
with slowing asynchronous rotation, and at higher frequencies
swimmers are not observed to completely rotate but rapidly oscillate.
Compared to 3 beads, 4 bead achiral swimmers nonsymmetrical swim-
ming was seen over a larger range of frequencies at the same field
strength. Overall, the peak shifts show a trend in nonsymmetrical
swimming. Similarly, we can see peaks in speeds shifting toward lower
frequency regions with increasing MC concentration. These observed
results can be interpreted as the resultant effects of increased fluid resis-
tance with increasing polymer concentration, reducing the Brownian
motion of the swimmers, and hindering wobbling motion.

In buffer solutions, the velocity of chrial and achiral micro-
swimmers can be adjusted linearly with field rotation frequency; how-
ever, the presence of polymers is known to introduce nonlinearity into
this relationship for chiral swimmers. As it is unknown if similar
behavior is observed for achiral swimmers in polymer solutions, we
applied constant frequency/field ratios to determine achiral propulsion
kinematics in MC solutions and nondimensionalized their swimming
speeds. Here nondimensionalization was performed by dividing the

FIG. 2. Nondimensional average swimming speed (V) of ten different (N¼ 10) microswimmers with an increase in magnetic field frequency. The average speed is divided by
the characteristic length (l) of swimmers and respective applied field frequencies, (a) 3 bead achiral swimmer in DI water and 0.2%, 0.4%, and 0.6% (w/v) MC. (b) 4 bead achi-
ral swimmer in DI water and 0.2%, 0.4%, and 0.6% (w/v) MC. Lines indicate nonlinear Gaussian fit, and error bars indicate standard error from the mean speed.
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swimmers’ speed in DI water. In DI water and 0.2% MC, we observed
approximately a linear relationship between speed vs frequency, at
constant frequency/field ratio [see Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]. However, at
higher MC concentrations we observe increasingly nonlinear behavior
between speed and frequency, which is more distinct for 4 bead
swimmers. This again may be due to differences in rotational anisot-
ropy mentioned previously.35 Plots of speed vs frequency/field ratio as
shown in Figs. S3(a), S3(c), S3(e), and S3(g) and nondimensionalized

Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) provide means to modulate the velocity of micro-
swimmers linearly with rotation frequency on the same rotation axis.
The ratio plots can be used to apply magnetic fields on micro-
swimmers of varying magnetic content to obtain specific swimming
characteristics.61 Apart from quantifying speed vs frequencies, we also
measured the speed of the achiral 3 and 4 bead swimmers with respect
to their precession or wobbling angle and frequency/field ratio [see
Figs. S3(b), S3(d), S3(f), and S3(h) and nondimensionalized Figs. 3(d)

FIG. 3. Achiral bead speed vs frequency/amplitude ratio plots (N¼ 10 samples). (a) Sketch showing wobble angle measurements. (b) 3 bead swimmer nondimensionalized
plots of speed vs frequency ratio in DI water, 0.2%, 0.4%, and 0.6% (w/v) MC. Speed is normalized using the speed in DI water. (c) 4 bead swimmer nondimensionalized plots
of speed vs frequency ratio in DI water, 0.2%, 0.4%, and 0.6% (w/v) MC. Speed was normalized using the speed in DI water. (d) 3 bead swimmer nondimensionalized wobbling
angle in DI water, 0.2%, 0.4%, and 0.6% (w/v) MC. (e) 4 bead swimmer nondimensionalized wobbling angle in DI water, 0.2%, 0.4%, and 0.6% (w/v) MC. Speed (V) was nor-
malized using the speed in DI water (VDI).
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and 3(e)]. The precession or wobbling angle is defined by the angle b
between the rotation axis and the easy axis l of the microswimmers, as
shown in Fig. 3(a). As wobble angle decreases, the swimming speed of
microswimmers was found to increase in all fluids. When the achiral
swimmers are in 0.2% w/v MC, we observed a near-linear increase in
wobble angle with respect to decreasing speed. However, it was
observed that increasingly more pronounced nonlinear decay (as
speed decreases) coincides with increasing MC concentration (see Fig.
S3). Wobble angle of swimmers, therefore, overall appears to decrease
(with increasing speed) nonlinearly with viscous media. This trend is
additional evidence that fluid viscosity plays a critical role in determin-
ing achiral microswimmer kinematics.

In addition to controlling their speed and precession angles, for
practical applications where it is critical to efficiently guide swimmers
to desired locations, it is necessary to understand the behavior and
duration of achiral microswimmer’s turning rate in response to chang-
ing magnetic fields. We, therefore, performed sharp (0–90�) turns for
3 and 4 beads during nonsymmetrical swimming, at swimmer’s peak
translational speeds. We measured the duration of turns in terms of
their turn rate in DI water (Fig. 4). The duration of the turn for 3 bead
and 4 bead achiral microswimmers in DI water was found to be in the
range of 0.1–0.2 s to turn 90�. For both swimmer geometries, the dura-
tion of turn in 0.6% MC was 6%–8% slower than when in DI or 0.2%
MC. This can be attributed to the drag forces influencing a slower
turning rate. Similarly, in 0.2–0.4% MC, both achiral beads show a
3%–5% slower turn than when the beads are in DI. These turning rate
measurements provided insight that in viscous media more power,
magnetic field strength, and/or magnetic particle volume are necessary
to quickly turn swimmers. Further, drag forces were found to be domi-
nating over turn rate rather than the size of the swimmers. We deter-
mined that magnetic field strengths between 5 and 20mT were
suitable to turn both swimmers; however, here we only presented turn
data at 14mT, since the same trend follows if one applies different field
magnitudes.

In conclusion, we have characterized and analyzed the speed, pre-
cession angle, and turning rate of achiral microswimmers in viscous
fluids under rotating magnetic fields. The speed of 4 bead swimmers
was found to be 5%–10% more than 3 bead swimmers. Peaks in over-
all transitional speed with respect to applied field frequency were
observed to decrease with increasing methylcellulose concentration.
Three swimming regimes were observed: near-symmetrical swimming,

nonsymmetrical swimming, and wiggling motion or no swimming.
Increasing viscosity resulted in overall motion profiles to narrow, from
higher frequency ranges (in DI water: 0–50Hz for 4 bead, and
0–25Hz for 3 bead) to lower ranges (in 0.6% MC: 0–15Hz for 4 bead
and 0–10Hz for 3 bead). Near-symmetrical swimming was only
observed in low viscosity fluids, whereas similar initial near-
symmetrical swimming behavior was not observed in higher viscosity
fluids (0.4%–0.6% MC). Nonsymmetrical swimming regimes were
present in all four fluids explored, and the size of this swimming
regime was efficiently controlled with fluid viscosity modulation. After
reaching step-out frequencies, the wiggling or no swimming regime
was seen in all four viscous media, and the observed wiggling range
was observed to widen with increasing fluid viscosity. We also deter-
mined that a nonlinear relationship existed between the viscosity of
the media and the precession angle of achiral swimmers. In general,
the speed of achiral swimmers, as with chiral swimmers, increases
with a decreasing swimmer precession or wobbling angle. It is to be
noted that the achiral swimmers reported in our article are reminiscent
in size to a number of motile bacteria, such as E. coli; however, in our
investigations with the self-assembled magnetic bead swimmers, we
did not observe similar swimming enhancement that has been
observed for E. coli in the MC fluids (see Table I in supplementary
material).65–67 We attribute the differences mainly due to lack of a thin
rapidly rotating filament (flagellum) that is on the length scale of the
polymer solution, which can induce lower local viscosities in the swim-
mer vicinity. Finally, it was observed that the turn rate of the achiral
microswimmers monotonically increases with increasing viscosity.
The observed kinematics of self-assembled 3 and 4 bead swimmers
presented here serve as a first step in exploring the effects of polymer
fluids on low Reynolds number achiral propulsion and kinematics,
which will aid in the development of future achiral microswimmer
applications and deployment strategies.

See the supplementary material for dimensional versions of Figs.
2 and 3, rheological measurements of dilute methylcellulose solutions,
E. coli and achiral swimmer comparisons, and videos of magnetic
actuation of swimmers in methylcellulose.
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